• Put a less presumptuous spin on the mile-high club with the **Charge** ($22.50), an easy-to-tote cell phone and Blackberry charger from **Mile-High**. Juice it up with the kit's AA battery and it'll provide 30 minutes of chat time. It doesn't, however, mean that your cell phone will actually work mid-flight. Order it at [www.mile-high.net](http://www.mile-high.net).

• **Packing a suitcase is all about maximizing space,** and this **Rachel Pally full tie tube dress** ($215) from **Passport Boutique** (43 Brattle Street, Cambridge, 617.576.0900) is the ultimate multi-tasker: wear it strapless, as a halter, or as a calf-length skirt with a hanging belt. The jersey blend is virtually wrinkle-resistant and decidedly comfortable — the ideal combination for a girl on the go.

• **The White + Warren eco-cashmere travel wrap** ($330) is as cozy as it is convenient. And the fact that it's made with undyed cashmere makes it a lot greener than the plane ride the world traveler on your list will wear it on. It's available at Saks Fifth Avenue.

• **These Bloch roll-ups** ($100) from Passport Boutique fuse the comfort of a ballet shoe — Bloch has been making some of the best dance shoes around for more than 75 years — with the durability of a street shoe. These flats easily fold in half and switch from airport lounge to hotel lobby in a cinch.

• **The Flip Mino** ($179.99) — available at Best Buy and [www.theflip.com](http://www.theflip.com) — is a pocket-sized, one-touch camcorder that can be customized online with a personal photo or design. Its user-friendly point-and-shoot simplicity is ideal for amateurs capturing video on the fly. So not only are your jetsetter friends going on more getaways than you are, now they'll have the footage to rub in your face, too.

• **Travel Agent by Philosophy** ($35) is a mini version of the daily beauty essentials — Purity facial cleanser, Hope in a Jar moisturizer, Amazing Grace shampoo and shower gel, firming body emulsion; and Amazing Grace conditioner — all in a clear, TSA-approved bag for simple transport. It's available at [www.philosophy.com](http://www.philosophy.com)